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This paper proposes an effective numerical method to generate approximate solutions for
the overall nonlinear elastic response of isotropic filled elastomers subjected to arbitra-
rily large deformations. The basic idea is first to idealize the random microstructure of
isotropic filled elastomers as an assemblage of composite spheres and then to generate
statically admissible numerical solutions, via finite elements, for these material systems
directly in terms of the response of a single composite sphere subjected to affine stress
boundary conditions. The key theoretical strengths of the method are discussed, and its
accuracy and numerical efficiency assessed by comparisons with corresponding 3D full-
field simulations. The paper concludes with a discussion of straightforward extensions of
the proposed method to account for general classes of anisotropic microstructures and
filler-elastomer interphasial phenomena, features of key importance in emerging
advanced applications. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4023497]
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1 Introduction

The addition of filler particles to elastomers, even in small
amounts, is known to greatly improve the stiffness—as well as
many other mechanical/physical properties—of this increasingly
pervasive class of materials [1]. Among the various microscopic
mechanisms that are responsible for such strong stiffening, in this
work we shall focus primarily on the so-called “hydrodynamic rein-
forcing” effect within the context of nonlinear elastic deformations.
That is, we view filled elastomers as two-phase particulate compo-
sites—comprising a continuous elastomeric matrix reinforced by a
statistically uniform distribution of disconnected inclusions firmly
bonded across interfaces—and study their macroscopic (or overall)
elastic response, which, roughly speaking, is expected to be some
weighted average of the elastic response of the elastomeric matrix
and the comparatively rigid response of the fillers.

The first microscopic theoretical studies of the overall linear
elastic response of filled elastomers date back to the 1940s [2,3],
but it was not until the 1970s that a formal framework for describ-
ing their overall nonlinear elastic response at finite deformations
was put forward [4]. At any rate, because of the constitutive non-
convexity and nonlinear incompressibility constraint inherent of
elastomers, the application of this framework to generate rigorous
results for specific problems has proved remarkably challenging,
especially in 3D. Indeed, it is only recently that a few rigorous
results have been worked out (see for instance Ref. [5] and refer-
ences therein).

In this paper, we put forward an effective numerical method to
generate approximate solutions for the overall nonlinear elastic
response of filled elastomers subjected to arbitrarily large defor-
mations. The basic idea corresponds essentially to a generalization
of the “composite-sphere-assemblage” approach of Hashin [6] to
the nonconvex realm of finite elasticity1. More specifically, as ela-

borated in Sec. 3, the strategy is first to idealize the random micro-
structure of filled elastomers as an assemblage of homothetic
composite spheres. And then to generate a variational statically
admissible solution for the overall nonlinear elastic response of
these material systems directly in terms of the response of a single
composite sphere subjected to affine stress boundary conditions.
While the elastostatics problem of a composite sphere subjected
to affine stresses cannot be solved by analytical means, as detailed
in Sec. 4, it is a simple matter to perform the relevant calculations
numerically with finite elements (FE). The key theoretical
strengths of this method are discussed in Sec. 3.2. Sample applica-
tions to various elastomeric materials, concentrations of particles,
and loading conditions together with comparisons with corre-
sponding 3D full-field simulations are provided in Sec. 5 to assess
its accuracy and numerical efficiency. Finally, Sec. 6 provides an
outline of extensions of the proposed method to account for gen-
eral classes of anisotropic microstructures and filler-elastomer
interphasial phenomena, features of key importance in emerging
advanced applications (see, e.g., Refs. [8,9]).

2 The Problem

Consider a filled elastomer comprising a continuous matrix re-
inforced by a random distribution of firmly bonded particles that
occupies a domain X, with boundary @X, in its undeformed stress-
free configuration. The matrix is labeled as phase r¼ 1, while the
particles are collectively identified as phase r¼ 2. The domains
occupied by each individual phase are denoted by X(r) so that
X ¼ Xð1Þ [Xð2Þ. It is assumed that the characteristic size of the
particles is much smaller than the size of X, and that their spatial
distribution is statistically uniform.

Material points in the solid are identified by their initial position
vector X in X. Upon deformation the position vector of a point in
the deformed configuration X0 is specified by x¼ v(X), where v is
a continuous and one-to-one mapping from X to X0. The pointwise
deformation gradient tensor is denoted by F¼Gradv.

Both the matrix (r¼ 1) and the particles (r¼ 2) are taken to be
nonlinear elastic solids characterized by nonnegative, objective,
and quasi-convex stored-energy functions W(r) of the deformation
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1An extension of this approach to nonlinear, though convex, problems appears to
have been first carried out by Barrett and Talbot [7] in the context of two-phase
dielectrics.
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gradient F, which linearize properly in the limit of small deforma-
tions as F! I. At each material point X in the undeformed config-
uration, the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress S is, thus, related to F via

S¼ @W

@F
ðX;FÞ; WðX;FÞ ¼ ð1� hðXÞÞ Wð1ÞðFÞþ hðXÞ Wð2ÞðFÞ

(1)

where the indicator function h is equal to 1 if the position vector
X is inside a particle and zero otherwise. The volume average of h
over X corresponds to the initial volume fraction or concentration
of particles, which we denote by

c ¼: jX
ð2Þj
jXj ¼

1

jXj

ð
X
hðXÞdX (2)

Granted the hypotheses of separation of length scales and statis-
tical uniformity of the microstructure together with the constitu-
tive quasi-convexity of W, the overall or macroscopic constitutive
response for the above-described reinforced solid is defined as the
relation between the volume averages of the first Piola–Kirchhoff

stress S ¼: jXj�1 Ð
X SðXÞdX and the deformation gradient

F ¼: jXj�1 Ð
X FðXÞdX when the material is subjected to affine

boundary conditions [4]. In the case of affine deformations

x ¼ FX on @X (3)

and the derivation of the overall response reduces to finding S for
a given F. For affine stresses, on the other hand,

SN ¼ SN on @X (4)

with N denoting the outward normal to the boundary, and the deri-
vation reduces to finding F for a given S. In either case, the result
can be expediently written as [10]

S ¼ @W

@F
ðF; cÞ (5)

where the scalar-valued function

WðF; cÞ ¼: min
F2K

1

jXj

ð
X

WðX;FÞ dX (6)

corresponds physically to the total elastic energy per unit unde-
formed volume stored in the material; in this last expression, K
denotes a sufficiently large set of kinematically admissible defor-
mation gradient fields with prescribed volume average F. An analo-
gous description in terms of a complementary energy is possible,
but that route requires the use of multivalued functions that compli-
cate unnecessarily the analysis (see, e.g., Refs. [11,12]; Chapter 5.4
in Ref. [13]).

The foregoing formulation for the overall finite-deformation
response of filled elastomers is valid for any distribution of the
underlying reinforcing particles. In the sequel, the focus shall be
on the physically relevant case of isotropic distributions, but the
case of anisotropic distributions is also briefly discussed.

3 Approximate Solution for Isotropic Distributions

of Particles

3.1 Idealization of the Microstructure as a Composite-
Sphere Assemblage. Figure 1(a) shows an electron micrograph
of a synthetic rubber filled with an isotropic distribution of silica
particles [14]. As is the case with other standard reinforcing fillers,
the silica particles are seen to agglomerate into “particles” of
roughly spherical shape and many different (i.e., polydisperse)
sizes [1]. Based on this observation, our first step to construct a
solution for the overall nonlinear elastic response of isotropic
filled elastomers—as characterized by the effective stored-energy
function (6)—is to idealize their microstructures as a composite-
sphere assemblage (CSA). Figure 1(b) depicts schematically the
polydisperse nature of the CSA and the fact that the concentration
of particle in each composite sphere is equal to the concentration
of particles c in the entire assemblage since all the composite
spheres have identical ratios of inner-to-outer radius; the inter-
ested reader is referred to Chapter 7 in Ref. [15] for further prop-
erties of CSAs.

The exact computation of the overall nonlinear elastic response
of a CSA is as difficult as that of any real microstructure. Unlike
real microstructures, however, CSAs allow for the construction of
variational approximations for their effective stored-energy func-
tion (6) based on nonuniform admissible trial fields, hence, pro-
viding the means to account for higher microstructural
information beyond merely the concentration of particles.

3.2 Variational Approximation for the Response of a
CSA. Having idealized the microstructures of isotropic filled
elastomers as a CSA, we now turn to constructing a variational
statically admissible2 approximation for their effective stored-
energy function W under arbitrarily large deformations. We begin
by introducing the Legendre transformation:

W�ðX;PÞ ¼ sup
F

P � F�WðX;FÞf g (7)

A direct consequence of this definition is that, for any P and F,

WðX;FÞ � P � F�W�ðX;PÞ (8)

and, hence, that

Fig. 1 (a) Electron micrograph of a styrene-butadiene rubber filled with an isotropic distribu-
tion of silica particles [14] and (b) its idealization as a composite-sphere assemblage (CSA) in
the undeformed configuration. All the composite spheres in the assemblage are homothetic in
that they have the same ratio of inner-to-outer radius Ri=Ro 5 c1=3.

2The analogous kinematically admissible approximation is discussed in the
Appendix.
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WðF; cÞ � min
F2KðFÞ

1

jXj

ð
X

P � FdX� 1

jXj

ð
X

W�ðX;PÞdX: (9)

For the inequality (9) not to be trivial, the field P needs to be
selected divergence-free, in which case it follows from Hill’s
lemma that

WðF; cÞ � P � F� 1

jXj

ð
X

W�ðX;PÞdX (10)

where the notation

P ¼: 1

jXj

ð
X

PðXÞdX (11)

has been introduced for convenience. In view of the definition (7),
the inequality (10) can be written more explicitly as

WðF; cÞ � 1

jXj

ð
X

WðX;FSÞdXþ P � F� 1

jXj

ð
X

P � FSdX (12)

with the second-order tensor F
S being implicitly defined in terms

of P as the solution to the algebraic equation

P� @W

@F
ðX;FSÞ ¼ 0 (13)

that maximizes the right-hand side of (7); note that FS does not
necessarily correspond to the gradient of a deformation field.

The inequality (12) is valid for any choice of microstructure
(i.e., any indicator function h) and any choice of divergence-free
field P. At this point, we exploit the fact that the microstructure
under study here is a CSA and consider divergence-free fields P
that satisfy the affine condition

PN ¼ PN (14)

on the surface of each composite sphere in the assemblage. By vir-
tue of the invariance of the equations of elastostatics under the
transformation ðX; xÞ ! ðkX; kxÞ, relation (12) can then be
rewritten as

WðF; cÞ � 1

jBj

ð
B

WðX;FSÞdXþ P � F� 1

jBj

ð
B

P � FSdX (15)

where now the volume integrals are not over the entire domain X
of the CSA but only over the domain B of a single composite
sphere. While the second-order tensor F

S does not correspond to
the gradient of a deformation field over X in general, the field P
can be selected so that F

S does correspond to the gradient of a de-
formation field over each composite sphere. In that case, by
invoking once again Hill’s lemma, the inequality (15) admits the
further simplification

WðF; cÞ � 1

jBj

ð
B

WðX;FSÞdXþ P � F� P � 1

jBj

ð
B

FSdX

� �
(16)

Now, the right-hand side of inequality (16) can be maximized
when the constant tensor P is chosen such that

1

jBj

ð
B

FSðXÞdX ¼ F (17)

in which case it reduces finally to

WðF; cÞ � 1

jBj

ð
B

WðX;FSÞdX ¼: W
SðF; cÞ (18)

In this last expression, again, B stands for the domain occupied by
a single composite sphere with particle concentration c in the
undeformed configuration (see Fig. 2(b)), F

S is the deformation
gradient tensor defined by the boundary-value problem

Div
@W

@F
ðX;FSÞ

� �
¼ 0 in B and

@W

@F
ðX;FSÞ

� �
N¼PN on @B

(19)

and the constant tensor P is implicitly related to the macroscopic
deformation gradient F via

P ¼ 1

jBj

ð
B

@W

@F
ðX;FSÞdX ¼ @W

S

@F
ðF; cÞ (20)

the last equality in (20) stemming from the divergence theorem.
The macroscopic deformation gradient F and effective stored-

energy function W
S

defined by relations (17) and (18) with (19)
and (20) constitute the main result of this paper. They character-
ize—in the form of a variational approximation—the overall
nonlinear elastic response of an elastomer, with arbitrary stored-
energy function W(1), filled with an isotropic distribution of par-
ticles, with arbitrary stored-energy function W(2), of polydisperse
sizes and finite concentration c. The following theoretical and
practical remarks are in order:

(1) It is plain that the divergence-free field P devised above is
nothing more than a statically admissible stress field
S(X)¼P(X) with prescribed volume average S ¼ P over
the entire domain X of the CSA. Thus, akin to the classical
result in linear elasticity [6], W

S
corresponds physically to

the total elastic energy per unit undeformed volume of a
CSA associated with a statically admissible stress field. It is
emphasized that the derivation of such a solution, depicted
schematically in Fig. 2, without having had to invoke the
cumbersome principle of minimum complementary energy
in finite elasticity was made possible by the use of the
Legendre transformation (7); see Ref. [16] for relevant
comments on this approach.

(2) The computation of the overall nonlinear elastic response
of filled elastomers, as determined by the above CSA varia-
tional approximation, amounts to solving the boundary-
value problem (19) for the deformation gradient field FS

over a single composite sphere B. And then carrying out
the volume integrals (17) and (18) to finally compute the

macroscopic deformation gradient F and effective stored-

energy function W
S

in terms of the applied macroscopic

stress Sð¼ PÞ. In general, it is not possible to solve Eq. (19)
by analytical means, but it is straightforward to solve it

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrating that the overall response of a
CSA subjected to affine stress boundary conditions can be var-
iationally approximated by the overall response of a corre-
sponding single composite sphere subjected to the same affine
stress boundary conditions. Specifically, the approximation is

such that the total elastic energy W of the CSA is bounded from

below by the total elastic energy W
S

of the single composite
sphere.
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numerically. In the next section, we present an effective
finite-element (FE) approach to carry out the calculations.

(3) By construction, the effective stored-energy function W
S

is
an exact result (i.e., the equality holds in (18)) in the dilute
limit of particles as c! 0þ. As the concentration of par-
ticles increases, W

S
is expected to progressively deviate

from W providing increasingly softer approximations for
the overall response of filled elastomers. This expectation is
supported by comparisons with the 3D full-field simula-
tions presented further below in the applications section.

(4) Owing to the proper linearization of the energies W(1) and
W(2) of the matrix and particles, the effective stored-energy
function W

S
linearizes properly in the limit of small applied

stresses as S! 0 reducing to

W
SðF; cÞ ¼ 1

2
e �LS

eþ Oðe3Þ (21)

where e ¼ ðFþ F
T � 2IÞ=2 and LS ¼ LSðcÞ stands for the

effective modulus tensor of the filled elastomer in its
ground state.

(5) For the prominent case when the underlying matrix and
particles are constitutively isotropic, it follows that the

exact effective stored-energy function W is macroscopi-

cally isotropic, namely, WðQ F Q
0
; cÞ ¼ WðF; cÞ for all

proper orthogonal second-order tensors Q and Q
0
. In this

case, it is not difficult to show that the approximate effec-

tive stored-energy function W
S

has the merit to be function-
ally exact in that it is identically isotropic; i.e.,

W
SðQ F Q

0
; cÞ ¼ W

SðF; cÞ 8 Q;Q
0 2 Orthþ.

(6) When the underlying matrix and particles are incompressi-
ble, the exact macroscopic constraint of incompressibility
ensuing from the microscopic constraint
CðX;FÞ ¼ det F� 1 ¼ 0 8X2X is given by
CðF; cÞ ¼ det F� 1 ¼ 0 so that WðF; cÞ ¼ þ1 if
det F 6¼ 1. Owing to the lack of separation of length scales
between the particle and the surrounding matrix material in
the boundary-value problem3 (19), the resulting approxi-
mate macroscopic deformation gradient (17) is not neces-
sarily such that det F ¼ 1 (even though det FS ¼ 1 for all
X2 B). Nevertheless, in the broad range of cases that we
have examined numerically, the determinant of the result-
ing F exhibits little deviation from 1.

4 FE Solutions for the Auxiliary Problem of a Single

Composite Sphere Under Affine Stresses

In the sequel, we present an FE procedure to construct numeri-
cal solutions for the boundary-value problem (19) and average
quantities (17) and (18), from which we can then determine the
overall response of filled elastomers under general loading condi-

tions. While the above-presented variational approximation
applies more generally, for conciseness, attention is restricted
here to the physically prominent case of matrix and particles that
are constitutively isotropic. We begin in Sec. 4.1 by describing the
construction of the FE model utilized to carry out the relevant cal-
culations. The description of the numerical method of solution of
W

S
and F for a given S is discussed in Sec. 4.2.

4.1 The FE Model. Without loss of generality, we consider
the domains occupied by the matrix (r¼ 1) and particle (r¼ 2) in
the composite sphere to be such that

Bð1Þ ¼ fX : c1=3 � jXj � 1g and Bð2Þ ¼ fX : jXj � c1=3g
(22)

respectively. That is, the center of the composite sphere is placed
at the origin of the laboratory Cartesian axes {ei}, and units of
length are chosen so that the outer radius Ro¼ 1 while the particle
radius is set at Ri¼ c1/3 in terms of the concentration of particles.
The geometric and constitutive symmetries of the problem allow
performing the calculations in just one octant of the composite
sphere. The 3D discretization of such a subdomain is performed
with help of a mesh generator code in such a way that radial sym-
metry is preserved. Eight-node hybrid brick elements—where the
pressure is treated as a further degree of freedom in order to be
able to handle compressible as well as incompressible constitutive
behaviors—are utilized for the analysis. Since the computations
are carried out using the FE package ABAQUS, we make use in par-
ticular of the C3D8H hybrid elements available in this code [17].
Figure 3 shows three representative meshes of increasing refine-
ment. Mesh sensitivity studies reveal that meshes with approxi-
mately 100,000 elements (such as the fine mesh shown in Fig.
3(b)) produce sufficiently accurate results, irrespectively of the
concentration of particle c.

4.2 Computation of the Overall Response. By virtue of the
geometric and constitutive isotropy of the problem, the resulting
overall elastic response of the composite sphere is isotropic. This
implies that the effective stored-energy function W

S
in this case

depends on the macroscopic deformation gradient F only through
its singular values k1; k2; k3. More explicitly,

W
SðF; cÞ ¼ W

Sðk1; k2; k3; cÞ (23)

where W
Sðk1; k2; k3; cÞ is a symmetric function with respect to its

first three arguments.
A further direct implication of the overall isotropy of the prob-

lem is that it suffices to consider affine stress boundary conditions
of the diagonal form

SN ¼ SN on @B with S ¼ diagð�s1; �s2; �s3Þ (24)

Fig. 3 Three representative meshes in the undeformed configuration for a composite sphere
with particle concentration c 5 0.15: (a) coarse mesh with 28,400 elements, (b) fine mesh with
102,600 elements, and (c) very fine mesh with 260,800 elements

3In other words, the composite sphere is a composite structure and not a
composite material.
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since si ¼ @W
Sðk1; k2; k3; cÞ=@ki (i¼ 1, 2, 3) in this case. A con-

venient way to implement these boundary conditions is to follow
radial paths in (�s1; �s2; �s3)–stress space. Specifically, we set

�s1 ¼ s cos H sin U; �s2 ¼ s sin H sin U; �s3 ¼ s cos U (25)

where s is the monotonically increasing load parameter of the pro-
cess, which takes the value of 0 in the undeformed stress-free con-
figuration, and H2½0; 2p� and U2½0;p� are the load path angles.
Any desired macroscopic stress state S ¼ diagð�s1; �s2; �s3Þ can be
accessed by marching along (starting at s¼ 0) radial paths (25)
with appropriate fixed values of the angles H and U.

For a given radial path (25), the FE calculations are carried out
by gradually increasing the load parameter s from 0 to the desired
final value; for the classes of materials to be studied here, the typi-
cal step size in the gradual increase of s is Ds¼ 10�2. At each step
in such a loading path, the incremental equilibrium equations are
solved directly in ABAQUS and the integrals (17) and (18) defining
the macroscopic deformation gradient F and effective stored-
energy function W

S
computed. It is emphasized that the computa-

tional cost of these calculations is low and that very large overall
deformations can be achieved. For illustrative purposes, Fig. 4
shows the deformed mesh of a composite sphere for the case of
c¼ 0.15, Neo-Hookean matrix, and 104 times stiffer Neo-

Hookean particle under affine uniaxial stress (24) with
S ¼ diagðs1 > 0; 0; 0Þ. The overall stretch in the direction of
applied stress is k1 ¼ 3:5. Locally, the deformation is of course
even larger (in the matrix) as the contour plots of the maximum
principal logarithmic stretch show in the figure.

5 Sample Applications and Discussion

In this section we present a compendium of results for the over-
all nonlinear elastic response of filled elastomers, as characterized
by the CSA formulation described in Sec. 3. Motivated by the
properties of typical filled elastomers, attention is restricted to iso-
tropic incompressible matrix materials and (approximately) rigid
filler particles. Results for the linear elastic response in the small-
deformation regime are presented first followed by results for the
large-deformation response of filled Gaussian (Neo-Hookean)
rubber with matrix stored-energy function

Wð1ÞðFÞ ¼
l
2

F � F� 3½ � if det F ¼ 1

þ1 otherwise

�
(26)

The third set of results pertains to the response of a filled rubber
wherein the underlying elastomeric matrix is characterized by the
non-Gaussian stored-energy function

Wð1ÞðFÞ ¼
31�a1

2a1

l1 ðF � FÞa1 � 3a1½ � þ 31�a2

2a2

l2 ðF � FÞa2 � 3a2½ � if det F ¼ 1

þ1 otherwise

8<
: (27)

with l1¼ 0.032 MPa, l2¼ 0.3 MPa, a1¼ 3.837, a2¼ 0.559, corre-
sponding to a model that has been shown to accurately describe
the nonlinear elastic response of typical silicone rubber over large
ranges of deformations (see Sec. 2.3 in Ref. [18]). In all the calcu-
lations, the comparatively rigid particles are modeled as incom-
pressible Neo-Hookean solids with stored-energy function

Wð2ÞðFÞ ¼
lp

2
F � F� 3½ � if det F ¼ 1

þ1 otherwise

(
(28)

where the parameter lp is set to be four orders of magnitude
larger4 than the initial shear modulus of the underlying matrix ma-
terial, namely, lp ¼ 104 � l for the case of filled Neo-Hookean
rubber and lp ¼ 104 � ðl1 þ l2Þ for the case of filled silicone
rubber.

The selection of results presented here aims at providing further
insight into the proposed CSA approach and at assessing its accu-
racy and numerical efficiency for a broad range of elastomeric
matrix materials, particle concentrations, and loading conditions.
To aid in this process, the CSA results are confronted with the
recent 3D full-field simulations of Lopez-Pamies et al. [19]. These
are finite-element simulations of the large-deformation response
of elastomers reinforced by random isotropic distributions of rigid
spherical particles with the same (monodisperse) and with differ-
ent (polydisperse) sizes. For the values of particle concentration
considered here, the dispersion in the size of the particles turns
out not to have an effect on the overall response of the simulations
(see Sec. 6 in Ref. [19]). Accordingly, no distinction is made
henceforth of whether the presented full-field FE simulations are
for monodisperse or for polydisperse microstructures.

5.1 Linear Elastic Results. In the limit of small deformations
(see remark 4 in Sec. 3.2), for the case of isotropic incompressible
matrix materials and rigid particles, the CSA stored-energy function
(18) reduces to

Fig. 4 Contour plots of the maximum principal logarithmic strain for a composite sphere with
c 5 0.15, Neo-Hookean matrix, and 104–times stiffer Neo-Hookean particle subjected to affine
uniaxial stress (24) with S 5 diagðs1 > 0; 0; 0Þ; the undeformed configuration is also depicted for
comparison purposes. The overall stretch in the direction of applied stress is k1 5 3:5.

4The initial shear moduli of standard reinforcing fillers (e.g., silica) are typically
four orders of magnitude larger than those of standard elastomers (e.g., silicone).
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W
SðF; cÞ ¼ lS e2

1 þ e2
2 þ e2

3

� �
with e1 þ e2 þ e3 ¼ 0 (29)

to leading order in the deformation measures ei¼ki�1 (i¼ 1, 2, 3),
where it is recalled that ki denote the singular values of the macro-
scopic deformation gradient F and lS stands for the initial effective
shear modulus of the filled rubber. Figure 5 presents plots for lS,
normalized by the initial shear modulus l of the underlying elasto-
meric matrix, as a function of the concentration of particles c.
Results are also presented for the corresponding full-field FE simu-
lations for isotropic distribution of rigid spherical particles, as well
as for the Hashin–Shtrikman and Reuss lower bounds for the effec-
tive shear modulus of rigidly reinforced, isotropic, incompressible,
linearly elastic materials.

Two plain observations from Fig. 5 are that the CSA result stif-
fens monotonically with increasing values of c, as expected on
physical grounds, and that it is in good quantitative agreement
with the full-field FE simulations for concentrations up to about
c¼ 0.05, remaining softer thereafter. This latter behavior is con-
sistent with the fact the CSA result is exact in the dilute limit of

particles as c! 0þ, but a lower bound for finite values of c (see
remark 3 in Sec. 3.2). More specifically, the CSA result is seen to
be consistently stiffer than the Reuss bound but softer than the
corresponding Hashin–Shtrikman bound beyond c¼ 0.05.

5.2 Results for Filled Neo-Hookean Rubber. Having exam-
ined the small-deformation regime, we now turn to consider the
response of filled elastomers under arbitrarily large deformations.
We begin by considering the basic case of filled Neo-Hookean
rubber. Figure 6 shows results for the effective stored-energy
function of Neo-Hookean rubber reinforced by an isotropic distri-
bution of rigid particles of concentration c¼ 0.15. Figure 6(a) dis-
plays the entire energy function in terms of the macroscopic
principal stretches k1 and k2, whereas 6(b) displays the cross sec-
tion of the energy along the axisymmetric deformation plane
with k1 ¼ k2 ¼ k. Results are shown for the CSA approximate
energy W

S
in both parts of the figure and for the corresponding

full-field FE simulations for isotropic distributions of spherical
particles in 6(b).

A key point to emphasize from Fig. 6 is that the construction of
the entire CSA effective stored-energy function W

S
over large

ranges of macroscopic deformations F —which, again, serves to
characterize the macroscopic constitutive response of the filled
elastomer under general loading conditions via Eq. (20)—is
straightforward and computationally inexpensive. Another key
point is that the CSA approximation is in good agreement with the
full-field FE simulations in the large-deformation regime, even at
the relatively high value of particle concentration c¼ 0.15.

To gain more precise insight into the accuracy and range of va-
lidity of the CSA approximation, Fig. 7 presents results for the
large-deformation response of filled Neo-Hookean rubber for par-
ticle concentrations of c¼ 0.05 and 0.15 under: 7(a) uniaxial com-
pression, 7(b) uniaxial tension, 7(c) pure shear, and 7(d) simple
shear. The constitutive stress-deformation relations for these load-
ing conditions in terms of the effective stored-energy function W

S

read explicitly as

• Uniaxial loading (k1 ¼ k, k2 ¼ k3 ¼ k
�1=2

with s2 ¼ s3 ¼ 0):

Sun ¼
dW

S

dk
(30)

• Pure shear (k1 ¼ k, k2 ¼ k
�1

, k3 ¼ 1 with s2 ¼ 0):

Sps ¼
dW

S

dk
(31)

Fig. 5 The normalized initial effective shear modulus l=l of
isotropic incompressible elastomers filled with random iso-
tropic distributions of rigid particles. Plots are shown for: (i) the
CSA approximation lS , (ii) full-field FE simulations, (iii) the
Hashin–Shtrikman lower bound lHS=l 5 ð2þ 3cÞ=ð2� 2cÞ, and
(iv) the Reuss lower bound lR=l 5 1=ð1� cÞ, as functions of the
concentration of particles c.

Fig. 6 Macroscopic response of Neo-Hookean rubber filled with an isotropic distribution of
rigid particles of concentration c 5 0.15. Part (a) displays the entire effective stored-energy func-
tion in terms of the macroscopic principal stretches k1 and k2, whereas part (b) shows the
energy along axisymmetric loading conditions with k1 5 k, k2 5 k

�1=2
. Results are shown for the

CSA approximation W
S

in both parts, and for corresponding full-field FE simulations for iso-
tropic distributions of spherical particles in part (b).
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• Simple shear (k1 ¼ ðcþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c2 þ 4

p
Þ=2, k2 ¼ k

�1

1 , k3 ¼ 1):

Sss ¼
dW

S

dc
(32)

where Sun, Sps, Sss denote first Piola–Kirchhoff stress meas-
ures. The corresponding full-field FE results for isotropic dis-
tributions of spherical particles are also plotted in the figure.

In addition to the monotonic stiffening of the response for
increasing values of particle concentration, it is immediate from
Fig. 7 that the CSA and FE results are in fairly good qualitative and
quantitative agreement for all loading conditions. As expected from
the variational construction of the CSA formulation (see remark 3
in Sec. 3.2), the agreement is better for the case of the smaller con-
centration c¼ 0.05 but remains remarkably good for the relatively
high concentration c¼ 0.15, with a maximum difference of about
15% occurring along uniaxial compression. Figure 7 also serves to
illustrate the fact that the CSA approach allows reaching much
larger overall deformations than those achieved with full-field
simulations.

5.3 Results for a Filled Silicone Rubber. Figure 8 presents
various results for the large-deformation response of a filled non-
Gaussian rubber, wherein the underlying matrix material is a
typical silicone rubber characterized here by the stored-energy func-
tion (27) with material parameters l1¼ 0.032 MPa, l2¼ 0.3 MPa,
a1¼ 3.837, a2¼ 0.559. Figs. 8(a)–8(d) show the macroscopic stress-

deformation relation for uniaxial compression, uniaxial tension, pure
shear, and simple shear for particle concentrations c¼ 0.05 and 0.15.
Results are shown for the CSA approximation and for the corre-
sponding full-field FE simulations.

Akin to all previous results, the overall constitutive response of
the filled elastomer is seen to stiffen for increasing values of parti-
cle concentration. Similar to the Neo-Hookean case, here the CSA
results also exhibit good qualitative and quantitative agreement
with the full-field FE simulations for all loading conditions. The
largest discrepancy occurs, again, along uniaxial compressive
loading for the largest concentration of particles c¼ 0.15.

In short, the above three sets of sample results indicate that the
proposed CSA formulation provides a numerically efficient, func-
tionally sound, and quantitatively fairly accurate approach to com-
pute the overall nonlinear elastic response of isotropic filled
elastomers, with small-to-moderate concentration of particles,
under arbitrarily large deformations.

6 Final Remarks: Generalizations

The variational method proposed in this work constitutes a
powerful platform from which to account for more levels of com-
plexity to model soft solids with particulate microstructures.
Below, we discuss some of these generalizations.

6.1 Anisotropic Distributions of Particles of Anisotropic
Shape. Recent experimental studies have revealed (see, e.g.,
Chapter 6 in Refs. [8] and [9]) that anisotropic distributions of

Fig. 7 Macroscopic response of filled Neo-Hookean rubber with various values of concentra-
tion of particles c under: (a) uniaxial compressive, (b) uniaxial tensile, (c) pure shear, and (d)
simple shear loading conditions. Plots are shown for the CSA approximation and correspond-
ing full-field FE simulations for isotropic distributions of spherical particles.
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fillers, such as for instance the chainlike distributions shown in
Fig. 9(a), may serve to enhance certain multifunctional properties
of filled elastomers, including their electro- and magnetostriction
capabilities. These—and even more complex—microstructures
can be idealized as assemblages of composite ellipsoids, wherein
the filler particle can be chosen of any required anisotropic shape
(not necessarily ellipsoidal). Figure 9(b) depicts schematically the
case of a composite-ellipsoid assemblage (CEA) of nonspherical
particles; all the ellipsoids in the assemblage are scaled-up or
scaled-down versions of each other (see, e.g., Chapter 7 in Refs.
[15] and [20]).

It is a simple matter to show that the formulation presented in
Sec. 3.2 for CSAs is actually applicable more generally to
CEAs—with the domain B then denoting the single composite
ellipsoid of interest. The variational framework Eqs. (17)–(20)
provides, thus, a numerically efficient means to bottom-up model
the overall nonlinear elastic response of elastomers filled with
general classes of anisotropic distributions of particles of aniso-
tropic shapes under arbitrarily large deformations.

6.2 Bound Rubber. It is by now well established that the
presence of bound rubber—namely, the interphasial material

Fig. 8 Macroscopic response of filled silicone rubber with various values of concentration of
particles c under: (a) uniaxial compressive, (b) uniaxial tensile, (c) pure shear, and (d) simple
shear loading conditions. Plots are shown for the CSA approximation and corresponding full-
field simulations for isotropic distributions of spherical particles.

Fig. 9 (a) Electron micrograph of a magnetorheological elastomer with iron particles distrib-
uted anisotropically in chainlike structures [9] and (b) its idealization as an ellipsoidal assem-
blage of possibly nonspherical particles (CEA). All the composite ellipsoids in the assemblage
are homothetic in that they are scaled-up or scaled-down versions of each other. Part (b) also
illustrates schematically the straightforward incorporation of bound rubber into the CEA
idealization.
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surrounding the fillers—contributes significantly to the overall
stiffness of filled elastomers (see, e.g., Ref. [1] and references
therein; see also Ref. [21]). It is typically several tens of nano-
meters in width, constitutively heterogeneous, and markedly
stiffer than the elastomeric matrix in the bulk (see, e.g., Refs.
[14,22]). Very little attention has been paid to the incorporation of
this mechanism into the microscopic modeling of filled elasto-
mers, especially at large deformations, presumably because of the
intrinsic technical difficulties.

The formulation presented in Sec. 3.2 can be readily extended
to account for the presence of bound rubber (and other filler-
elastomer interphasial phenomena) in filled elastomers. The idea
is to consider a CSA—or, more generally, a CEA—where the fil-
ler particles are bonded to the elastomeric matrix through an inter-
phase, possibly of finite size, anisotropic shape, and constitutively
heterogeneous. This is shown schematically in Fig. 9(b).
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Appendix: Kinematically Admissible Approximation

for the Response of a CSA

Following a parallel reasoning to that presented in Sec. 3.2, it is
not difficult to deduce that

WðF; cÞ � 1

jBj

ð
B

WðX;FKÞdX ¼: W
KðF; cÞ (A1)

where the deformation gradient field F
K is defined implicitly by

the boundary-value problem

Div
@W

@F
ðX;FKÞ

� �
¼ 0 in B and x ¼ FX on @B (A2)

The effective stored-energy function W
K

corresponds physically
to the total elastic energy per unit undeformed volume of a CSA
associated with a kinematically admissible field—one in which

every composite sphere satisfies the equilibrium equations in its
interior and is subjected to the affine deformation x ¼ FX on its
boundary.

Much like W
S
, the effective stored-energy function W

K
is by

construction an exact result (i.e., the equality holds in Eq. (A1)) in

the dilute limit of particles as c! 0þ. As c increases, W
K

is

expected to deviate from W providing increasingly stiffer approxi-
mations for the overall response of filled elastomers. For the case
of interest here when the particles are much stiffer than the elasto-
meric matrix, this deviation is exceedingly drastic leading to
overly stiff approximations. Figure 10 illustrates this behavior for
the case of filled Neo-Hookean rubber. Fig. 10(a) displays results
for the normalized initial effective shear modulus l=l in the small
deformation regime as a function of particle concentration c,
while A1(b) shows results for the stress-deformation relation for
c¼ 0.15 under uniaxial tensile loading conditions.
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